
EXERCISE WORKBOOK

Heart Rate Before Workout: BPM

Focus:
Why are you exercising today?
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

Heart Rate After Workout: BPM

Strength & Hypertrophy Training

72

Exercise Sets Reps Rest Log

Burpees 3 12 90 
sec

Banded Lateral Walk 4 12 90 
sec

Banded Lying Leg Raise 4 12 90 
sec

Burpees 4 10 90 
sec

Forearm Side Plank Twists 4 12 90 
sec

Kettlebell Swing 3 15 90 
sec

Burpees 5 8 90 
sec



NUTRITION WORKBOOK
Focus: Calorie Deficit
Calorie Recommendation:

Sleep Hours: _____ hours
Weight Today: _____ Lbs.
Multivitamin:   Yes |   No

8, 8 oz of H2O

Today’s Food Intake Log Calories

Total Calories



LIFE IS SHORT, LIVE HAPPY

Your Happiest Memory

When we get caught up in the beautiful chaos of our lives, we often forget to reflect and savor 
the GOOD times – not just ruminate about the not-so-good. This exercise has been shown to 
be a powerful skill to lift us up, even when we’re in a funk. And the best part is that this tool is 
an easy one to deploy when you’re feeling low because it requires minimal time and no 
additional resources! Today, we’ll offer space for you to write, although you can also do this 
exercise simply by closing your eyes, allowing your brain to replay the memory, and allow 
yourself to reexperience and savor the emotions of that moment.

Instructions: Think about a time where you were your happiest. Once you have the memory, 
sit within this moment and savor it. Close your eyes if you wish - just hold it close and replay it 
in your mind. What happened? Who were you with? What made this moment so special?  

This exercise has been conducted in a number of studies and a major common thread has 
emerged across the studies – the majority of people’s happiest memories are moments that 
they shared with others. In the upcoming days, we’ll focus on the importance of positive 
relationships and learn some skills to create high quality connections with others. 


